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ABSTRACT 
We deal with the existence of self-dual normal basis for Galois extensions of a commutative ring. We 
consider commutative rings which are local, connected semi-local (under some suitable r strictions) 
or zero-dimensional. We show that for such kind of rings every Galois extension f odd degree has a 
self-dual normal basis. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a commutative ring and S be a commutative R-algebra which is a 
finitely generated projective R-module. Let G be a finite group of R-algebra 
automorphisms of S. We say that S is a Galois extension f R with Galois group G 
if the map ~p : S ®R S --+ S x ... x S given by lp(x ® y) = (x~r(y))~c for x, y 6 S, 
is an isomorphism of S-algebras. By degree of S over R we mean the order of the 
group G. It is clear from the definition that the order of G is just the rank of S 
over R. A self-dual normal basis for such a Galois extension S of R is a basis of S, 
as a free R-module, consisting of the elements or(or), cr E G, for a fixed element 
oe 6 S, which is orthonormal with respect o the non-singular symmetric bilinear 
form ~ot : (x, y) ~-~ t(xy) = ~ a(xy), x, y ~ S (that is, the basis is its own dual 
with respect to this form). 
The existence problem of self-dual normal basis is closely related to the structure 
of certain bilinear forms associated with the Galois extension S of R and the 
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G-invariant bilinear space (S, q)t). This problem was firstly considered by E Conner 
and R. Perlis in [6]. They proved that any Galois field extension of odd degree of 
the rational number field Q has a self-dual normal basis. Later, E. Bayer-Fluckiger 
and H.W. Lenstra [3,4] proved the same assertion for any ground field. 
Our aim in this note is to obtain similar results in the context of commutative 
rings. More precisely we are interested in the following question: the assertion 
(,) If S is a Galois extension of R with Galois group G of odd order then it has a 
self-dual normal basis'. 
is true for any commutative ring R and any finite group G of odd order? 
Of course this question is restricted to rings for which Galois extensions have 
normal basis. This question was already pointed out in [ 17] and it has been answered 
affirmatively in the case that G is either cyclic [11] or abelian [17], provided that S 
possesses a normal basis. 
We will prove that the above assertion (,) is true for any finite group G of odd 
order and any commutative ring which is local, connected semi-local in which 
either 2 or the order of G is a unity or zero-dimensional. 
Throughout this note by ring we mean an associative and not necessarily com- 
mutative ring with identity. For any ring R we will denote by R × the multiplicative 
group of its unities. For basic facts on Galois theory of commutative rings we refer, 
for instance, to [5,7] or [8]. 
2. PREREQUISITES 
2.1. A generalized primitive element theorem: semi-local case 
Theorem 2.1.1 below improves and extends Theorem 1.1 of [19] to the context 
of commutative semi-local rings which are connected and provides a useful tool 
to prove Lemma 2.2.2, which is crucial for our purposes. Theorem 2.1.1 allow us 
to use, in the context of connected semi-local rings, classical arguments due to 
W. Scharlau [21 ] in order to obtain Lemma 2.2.2. By a connected commutative ring 
we mean a commutative ring whose unique idempotents are 0 and 1. 
In this subsection all rings considered are commutative. Let i : R ~ S be a ring 
extension. We say that S is a strongly separable xtension of R if S is separable 
as R-algebra and finitely generated and projective as R-module. I f  for any finite 
subset N _c S there exists a subalgebra L of S which contains N and is a strongly 
separable xtension of R, we say that S is a locally strongly separable xtension 
of R. We say that a connected ring is separably closed if its unique connected 
strongly separable xtension is itself. We will denote by s2 (R), up to isomorphism, 
the (connected) separable closure of a connected ring R, that is, f2 (R) is a locally 
strongly separable xtension of R which is connected and separably closed. For 
more about he (connected) separable closure of a connected commutative ring we 
refer to [ 16]. 
Given a ring extension R _c S we say that S has a primitive element over R 
if there exists a c S such that S = R[oe]. The existence of primitive elements 
for strongly separable xtensions holds for fields and, more generally, for some 
kind of commutative rings under certain restrictive conditions. For instance, any 
strongly separable xtension S of a semi-local ring R has a primitive element 
over R if and only if I~l ~> rankRS, for every maximal ideal m of R (see [20]). 
Theorem 2.1.1 provides a generalization of the primitive element theorem in the 
case of a connected semi-local ring. 
We say that a polynomial f (X )  ~ R[X] is separable over R if f (X )  is monic and 
R[Xl is a separable R-algebra. A monic polynomial f (X )  E R[X] is defined to be ( f (X ) )  
indecomposable in R[X] if whenever there exist monic polynomials g(X), h(X) 
R[X] such that f (X)  = g(X)h(X) it follows that g(X) = 1 or h(X) = 1. 
Theorem 2.1.1. Let R be a connected commutative s mi-local ring and S c f2 (R) 
be a strongly separable xtension of R. Then there exist a polynomial f (X) c R[X] 
and ot ~ g2 ( R ) such that: 
(i) f (X) is separable and indecomposable, 
(ii) f(ot) = 0, S c Riot] and R[ot] ~ R[x] 
- -  - -  ( f (X ) ) '  
(iii) rankRR[a] = p~.rankgS, with p a odd prime integer and s = 0 or s = 1, 
(iv) f (0) ¢ R×. 
Proof. Let ml . . . . .  mn be all the maximal ideals of R. We will proceed by steps. 
Step 1:[~//1 =c~, 1 ~<i ~n.  
In this case S has a primitive element over R by [20, Theorem 2.4]. So, 
there is oe ~ S such that S = R[ot]. Consequently, there exists a separable and 
indecomposable polynomial f (X ) ~ R[X] such that f(ot) = 0 and R[x] ~ S [18, 
( f (X ) )  - -  
Theorem 3.3]. 
By the assumption on the cardinality of the residual fields R_ for each 1 ~ i ~< n 
1,gt i , 
there exists ri ~ R such that f(r i)  ~ mi. So, there exits r ~ R such that f ( r )  e R ×, 
by Chinese remainder theorem. Now, taking g(X) = f (X  + r) we have g(0) ~ R × . 
R[X]  Clearly, g is separable and indecomposable and S = R[ot] = R[u - r] -~ (g(X))" 
Therefore, replacing f (X )  by g(X), if necessary, we can assume that f(0) ~ R × . 
Step2: ]_R_R ] < oc, 1 ~<i <~n. 
rn  i 
For each 1 <~ i < n, let 9Xiji, with 1 < ji <~ ni, be the maximal ideals of S 
over mi and qi = ]~/]. Take p ~ Z a odd prime integer such that p does not divide 
s ~]  and qP-qi [~-Tj i : mi n----7- >~ P' for every 1 <~ ji <~ ni and 1 <~ i <~ n. Now consider, for 
R each 1 < i ~< n, a separable and indecomposable polynomial gi (X) E ~//[X] with 
degree p. Via Chinese remainder theorem we get a polynomial g(X) e R[X] such 
that g(X) = gi(X)(modmi[X]), for every 1 ~< i ~< n. So, g is separable over R [10, 
six] ~_S®R R[X] Theorem 2.2] and over S, since ~ (g--ff2-g •Furthermore, ach polynomial 
gi (X) is also indecomposable in ___L._s [X] by construction and consequently g(X) is 
9)~iJi 
indecomposable in SIX]. Then it follows that the S-algebra T = s{xt is strongly (g(X)) 
separable and also connected by [10, Corollary 2.10]. Note that S ¢-~ T and by 
Theorem III 3.3 of [7] we can assume that T c ~2 (R). 
Let Nq~ (p) denote the number of  all separable and indecomposable polynomials 
R X - -  . of degree p in ~//[ ]. By Theorem 3.25 of[15] we have Nqi (p) qP-qi Since 
P 
P S gqi( I~lJ~j i " R I )~ gqi(P)gqi([~ji : R ] )~ gqi(P)~l'li, 
S : there exist at least ni polynomials hi l (X  ) . . . . .  hin i ( X) ~ ~.[X] of  degree p[ 9)iiJi 
~7], which are separable and indecomposable, for each 1 ~< i ~< n. On the other 
T S hand, there exists a unique maximal ideal k~ij  of T over  ~ij i and [~,ii : ~gJi ] = p 
m~i[XI 
(x)), for every 1 ~< ' . R] and r [18, Theorem 3.5]. So, [~  : mi mi ~ ----- (hjg 
ni ~-/[X] 
i ~< n. Since miT = Nji= I ~ijg [18, Theorem 2.1], we have T 
mgT - -  (hil(X)...hin i(X))" 
Consequently ~r  has a primitive element over m~'R for every 1 <~ i ~< n. So, as 
in Step 1, there exist ot E ~(R)  and f (X )  E R[X] satisfying (i)-(iii). Finally, if 
f (0)  E mi, for some 1 <~ i ~< n, then f (X )  = Xh(X)(modmi[X]),  for some h(X) 
R[XI and, by [18, Theorem 3.5], [~v  : mR]nai = 1, for some 1 ~< j i  <~ ni,  which is a 
contradiction. 
Step3: I~1 < cx~ and I~-]j I = ec, for some 1 <~i,j <~n. 
Let mi, I ~< i <~ ! (resp. l + 1 ~< i ~< n) be the maximal ideals of R satisfying 
--~&l < cx~ (resp. I R I m~ ~-71 = ~) .  As in Step 2, consider p E Z a odd prime integer such 
s mR] and qF-qi that p does not divide [~-Tj i :mg -- -7-  ~> ni, for every 1 ~< ji <~ ni and 1 ~< 
i ~< l, where ~f[ij I . . . .  ~IJ[ijng are the maximal ideals of S over mi and qi = I~1. 
Irti 
R X Take separable and indecomposable polynomials gi (X) E ~//[ ] of degree p, for 
every 1 ~< i ~< l. As above, there exist separable and indecomposable polynomials 
h i j i (X )  E R[X]  of  degree p[~ j  • nagR ], for every 1 ~< ji <~ ni and 1 ~< i ~< I. On 
i 
R X the other hand, take polynomials gi(X) = [ ' IP I (X  - xit) E ~-7.[ ], with Xit ~ Xit % 
for every 1 ~< t :f it '  ~< p and l + 1 ~< i ~< n. Applying again Chinese remainder 
theorem we obtain a separable and indecomposable polynomial g(X) E R[X] such 
that g(X) = gi(X)(modmi[X]), for every 1 ~< i ~< n. Considering T = six] (g(X)) we 
have r ~[x]  m~ r -~ (h~ ¢X)-..h~,~ (X)) and, consequently, m~TT has a primitive element over 
-& for every 1 ~< i ~< I. Since I~1 = ~,  Z also has a primitive element over R 
mi '  mi ~ m~' 
for every l + 1 ~< i ~< n. Then T has a primitive element over R [20, Theorem 2.4] 
and so there exist f (X )  6 R[X] and a E f2(R) satisfying (i)-(iii). I f  1 ~< i ~< l (resp. 
l + 1 ~< i ~< n) we have f (0)  ¢ mi (resp. f(r i )  ¢ mi, for some ri E R). Hence there 
exists r 6 R such that f ( r )  6 R×. [] 
The following example due to Dedekind [23, p. 170] illustrates Theorem 2.1.1 in 
the case I~l < rankRS, for some maximal ideal m of  R, where the rank condition 
is non-trivial, that is, e = 1. 
Example 2.1.2. Let Q denote the rational number field, E = Q[od, where a is a 
root of the indecomposable polynomial f (X )  = X 3 + X 2 - 2X + 8 ~ Q[X], and O 
denote the integral closure in E of the ring Z of the rational integers. Note that 20  = 
QLQ2Q3 where Q j, 1 ~< j ~< 3, are the unique maximal ideals of O over 2Z. Take 
R = Z(2) the localization of Z at 2Z, m = 2R and S = 0(2) = R ®z Q. Clearly S is 
a free R-module and 2 = I mR-- I < ranku S = 3: Furthermore, if Mj = Qj S then mS = 
M1M2M3, ~ _ ~11 w ~2 ~ v s  .., s , . s ,..MS 3 and M~ _~ ~ ___~,2 for 1 ~< i ~< 3 (by ~q we denote 
the finite field with q elements). So, S is a connected strongly separable xtension 
of R which does not have a primitive element over R. Now consider g(X) ~ R[X] 
a monic polynomial of  degree p = 5 such that g(X) is indecomposable modulo 
m[X]. Following the same arguments used in the proof (step 2) of Theorem 2.1.1 
six] one can easily see that T = ~ is a connected strongly separable xtension of R, 
T D S and rankRT = 5.rankleS. Furthermore, T has a primitive element over R 
F2[xl with h(X) a product of three distinct monic since ~r  ~ F25 ~) F25 ~ ~'25 "~ (h(X)) 
and indecomposable polynomials over Y2, each one of degree 5. 
2.2. Hermitian spaces 
Let A be a ring with an involution - • A --~ A and E be a left A-module. A biadditive 
map s :E  × E --~ A is called a sesquilinear form if s(ax, by) = as(x, y)b for 
all x, y c E and a, b ~ A. By a hermitian form over E we mean a sesquilinear 
form h : E x E --~ A such that h(x, y) = h(y, x) for all x, y ~ E. By a hermitian 
space over A we mean a pair (E, h) where E is a finite generated projective left 
A-module and h is a non-singular hermitian form, that is, the A-linear map H : E -+ 
E* = Homa(E,  A), given by H(x)(y) = h(y, x), x, y ~ E, is an isomorphism. 
A hermitian space (E, h) is said to be even if there exists a sesquilinear form 
s: E x E ---> A such that h(x, y) = s(x, y) + s(y,x) ,  for all x, y ~ E. A hermitian 
space (E, h) is hyperbolic if it is even and if E has a submodule F such that F is a 
direct summand of E and F = F ± = {x 6 E I h(x, y) = 0 for all y 6 F}. The notion 
of isomorphism as well as of orthogonal sum of hermitian spaces is standard and 
we refer, for instance, to [3] for more details. 
We denote by G(A) the Grothendieck group of the isomorphism classes of even 
hermitian spaces over A, with respect to the orthogonal sum. The Witt group W(A) 
is by definition the quotient of G (A) by the subgroup generated by all the hyperbolic 
hermitian spaces over A. We will denote by [E, h] the element in W(A) represented 
by the hermitian space (E, h). 
Note that if A is commutative and the involution is trivial, then hermitian 
spaces over A are symmetric bilinear spaces. The tensor product of symmetric 
bilinear spaces endows the corresponding Witt group W(A) with an structure of 
commutative ring with identity element represented by (A,/z) where/z denotes the 
multiplication i  A. 
From now on assume that A is an R-algebra with an R-linear involution, where R 
is a commutative ring. 
For any commutative ring extension i : R ~ S set As = A ®e S. The extension of 
scalars induces a canonical group homomorphism L* : W(A) ---> W(As). And if, in 
particular, the commutative ring extension i : R ~-+ S is a Frobenius extension then 
the corresponding trace map t : S ~ R, and its A-linear extension r induce group 
homomorphisms t, : W(S) --~ W(R)  and r, : W(As)  --+ W(A)  given by t,([V, ~p]) = 
[RV, t o ~0] and r , ( [E,  h]) = [RE, r o h], respectively, for all IV, ~0] E W(S) and 
[E, h] ~ W(As) ,  where RV (resp. RE) denotes the R-module V (resp. E) via the 
homomorphism i : R ~ S. The tensor product of  an even hermitian space over A 
with a symmetric bilinear space over R is again an even hermitian space over A. 
Thus W(A)  (resp. W(As) )  is a W(R)-module (resp. W(S)-module). Furthermore, 
it is easy to verify that 
r,([ V, ~ol ® L* (IE, hi)) = t, (IV, qg]) ® [E, hi 
for all IE, hi E W(A)  and [V, ~P] c W(S). In particular, 
r ,([S,/z] ® t* ([E, h])) = t, ([S,/~]) ® [E, h] 
for all [E, h] ~ W(A).  
We recall that a commutative ring extension i : R ~ S is Frobenius if S is finite 
generated projective as R-module (with respect o i) and there exists an R-linear 
map t : S ~ R (called trace map) such that the corresponding symmetric bilinear 
form ~0t : S x S ~ R given by ~0t(s, s') = t(ss'), s, s' ~ S, is non-singular. 
Lemma 2.2.1. Let R be a commutative ring and A be an R-algebra with an 
R-linear involution. Consider the ring extension t : R ~ S = R[X] where f (X) c (f(x)), 
R[ X] is a monic polynomial such that f (O) is a unit in R. l i the degree o f f (X )  is 
odd then t* : W ( A ) --+ W ( A s ) is injective. 
Proof. Let x = X + ( f (X ) )  and t :S  --+ R be the trace map given by t( l )  = 1 and 
t(x i) = 0 for every 1 ~< i ~< n - 1, where n denotes the degree o f f (X ) .  Clearly S is 
a Frobenius extension of  R (see [1, Chapter V, Section 3]). 
Furthermore, if [E, h] is in the kernel of t*, then t.([S, #]) @ [E, h] = 0 in W(A) 
and by [1, Chapter V, Proposition 3.3] we have [E, h] = 0, for n is odd. Hence t* is 
injective. [] 
Lemma 2.2.2. Let R be a commutative connected semi-local ring, S be a con- 
nected strongly separable xtension o f  R and A be an R-algebra with an R-linear 
involution. I f  rank R ( S) is odd then t*: W ( A ) --~ W ( A s ) is injective. 
Proof. By Theorem III 3.3 of  [7] we can assume that S ___ f2 (R), where f2 (R) 
denotes the (connected) separable closure of  R. Now the result follows by Theo- 
rem 2.1.1 and Lemma 2.2.1. [] 
For any hermitian space (E, h) over A and any ring extension i : R ~-+ S we will 
denote by hs : Es × Es --+ As the extension o fh  to Es = E ®R S. 
Proposition 2.2.3. Let R, S and A be as in Lemma 2.2.2. Assume that A is also 
a semi-local ring. Let (E, h) and (E', h I) be two even hermitian spaces over A, 
such that E and E' are free left A-modules of  rank 1. I f  (Es, hs) ~- (E~, his) then 
(E, h) ~ (E I, h'). 
tEI h p 1 Proof. By assumption [Es, hs] =L s, sJ in W(As),  so [E, h] = [E', h'] in W(A) 
by Lemma 2.2.2. Thus there are hyperbolic hermitian spaces (N, g) and (N', g') 
over A such that (E, h) ± (N, g) ~-- (E t, h') ± (N', g'). Then E ~ N ~_ E ~ ~ N t and, 
consequently, N --~ N' by [13, Chapter VI, Corollary 1.3.2]. So (N, g) --~ (N', g') [2, 
Claim 4.10.1 ] and hence (E, h) _~ (E', h') by [13, Chapter VI, Corollary 5.7.4]. [] 
2.3. Galois extensions 
The following lemma is well known (see, for instance, [12] and [22]) and it will 
also used in the next section. We reproduce it here for the sake of completeness. 
Given a commutative ring extension R ~ S, G a subgroup ofAutR (S) and ot 6 S, 
we will denote by G~ the subgroup of all the elements a c G satisfying a(ot) = ~. 
Lemma 2.3.1. Let R be a connected commutative ring and S be a Galois extension 
of  R with group G. Then there exists a primitive idempotent v c S such that: 
(i) S = ~l<~i<~n Sai(v), where {al . . . . .  an} ~ G is a transversal for Gv in G, 
(ii) Sai(v) is a connected Galois extension of  Rai(v) ~ R, with group Goi(v),for 
every 1 <. i <. n, 
( i i i )  Gai(v ) = a iGvaz l , for  every 1 <~ i <~ n. 
3. THE MAIN RESULTS 
In this section we will prove the existence of self-dual normal basis for any Galois 
extension of odd degree of a commutative ring which is local, connected semi- 
local under some restrictions or zero-dimensional. We use "zero-dimensional" in 
the sense of Krull dimension. The methods used in this section are adapted to the 
semi-local setting from those used by Bayer-Fluckiger in [3]. The basic idea of the 
proof of Theorem 3.2 below is contained in that paper. 
Let R be a commutative ring and S be a Galois extension of R with Galois 
group G. Clearly S is a Frobenius extension of R with trace map t : S --+ R given 
by t = ~6 a, since S is in particular finite generated and projective of constant 
rank as R-module and separable as R-algebra. Note also that the action of G on S 
induces an obvious structure of left RG-module on S. Indeed S is a projective left 
RG-module [17, Proposition 2.1]. 
Now take an element c~ 6 S. We say that ~ generates a normal basis of S 
over R (or S has a normal basis over R) if /3 = {a(~) l a c G} is a basis 
of S as free R-module. We say that S has a self-dual normal basis if such a 
basis/3 is orthonormal with respect o the non-singular symmetric bilinear form 
~ot :S × S --+ R associated to the trace map t given above. 
7 
Note that RG is a ring with a canonical R-linear involution - : RG ~ RG given 
by fi -- p - I  for all p c G. Also, the symmetric bilinear space (S, ~Pt) over R is 
associated to the hermitian space (S, Ht) over RG, with Ht : S x S --+ RG given by 
Ht(x,  y) = Y~pea ~ot(p(x), y)~ for all x, y ~ S. Clearly an element o~ 6 S generates 
a normal basis (resp. a self-dual normal basis) of  S over R if and only if {or} is a 
basis (resp. a orthonormal basis with respect o/4t) o f  S over RG.  
Finally denote by (RG, l) the hermitian space over RG with l : RG x RG --+ RG 
given by l (x, y) = xy ,  for all x, y ~ RG. 
Lemma 3.1. Let R, S, G, (S, Ht) and (RG, l) be as given above. Then the.fi~llow- 
ing statements are equivalent: 
(i) S has a self-dual normal basis. 
(ii) (S, Ht) and (RG, I) are isomorphic as hermitian spaces over RG. 
(iii) There exists an element a ~ S such that {or} is a basis o rS  over RG and 
Ht (or, et) = xY for  some x E (RG) × 
Proof. Immediate. [] 
Theorem 3.2. Let R be a commutative and connected semi-local ring and S be a 
Galois extension o f  R with Galois group G. Assume that either 2 or the order o f  G 
is a unity in R. [['the order o f  G is odd then S has a self-dual normal basis over R. 
Proof. Since R is semi-local, there exists an element ot c S which generates a
normal basis over R [5, Theorem 4.2]. So it is enough to prove the existence of 
an element x ~ (RG) × such that w = Ht(a, ~) = xY,. 
It follows from the definition that the Galois extension S ®e S of  S, with Galois 
group G acting on the first component, has a self-dual normal basis over S, so the 
hermitian spaces (S, Ht) and (RG, l) become isomorphic over S. 
From now on we will divide the proof in two parts. Firstly we will assume that S 
is connected. 
If 2 c R × it is immediate that (S,/4t) and (RG, l) are even. In fact it suffices 
to take IHt (resp. ½1) as the corresponding sesquilinear form. Note that RG is a 
semi-local ring by [14, Proposition 20.6]. Thus (S, Ht) and (RG, l) are isomorphic 
by Proposition 2.2.3 and the required follows by Lemma 3.1. 
Suppose now that I GI ~ R ×. In this case we observe that the element e = 
I 16--7 Y~oe6 ~r is a primitive central idempotent of  RG and we have the following 
decomposition RG = RGe • RGe'  with e' = 1 - e. It is immediate that RGe "~ R 
and A = RGe I is an R-algebra with an R-linear involution given by -[A. Also, A is 
finitely generated as R-module, so A is semi-local [14, Proposition 20.6]. Since, 
as observed above, the hermitian spaces (S, Ht) and (RG, 1) become isomorphic 
over S, there exists y E (SG) × such that yy = w. Thus we have 
we = (ye)(ye) = (ye) 2 and we' = (ye')(ye') .  
The first relation implies the existence of  an element yl E R × such that (yle) 2 = 
(ye) 2. In fact, note that ye E SGe ~ S, so putting y = Y~o~c ycr0- in SG (resp. w = 
~ w~0- in RG) then we have yo = ~cr~G Y~ E S ×, w0 = ~G Wcr E R × and 
y2 = w0. Now; if IGI = 2k + 1, with k ~> 0, then the element yl = Yo 2~ I-Io~G 0-(y0) 
is in R x and y2 = wo2k I-Lr6G 0-(too) = wo2kto 2k+l = w0. 
The second above relation implies that the hermitian spaces (A, le') and (A, h) 
become isomorphic over S, where h : (a, b) ~-~ a(wel){~ for all a, b E A. On the other 
hand, since the order of  G is odd it follows that every 1 ~ 0- 6 G is not conjugate 
to its inverse. That allow us to assure that there exists a subset U of  G such that 
U M U -1 = ~b and G \ {1} = U U U -1. By taking s = 1 + Y~ev 0- one can easily 
see that the hermitian spaces (A, le ~) and (A, h) are even with the corresponding 
sesquilinear forms given by sle' and sh, respectively. By Proposition 2.2.3 (A, le ~) 
and (A, h) are isomorphic, so there exists z 6 A x such that we ~ = zL Putting x = 
yle + Z E (RG) × we have xY = (yle + z)(yle + z) = (yle)(yae) + zz = we + we ~ = 
w, hence the required again follows. 
In this second part of  the proof, we will consider the general ease. We recall 
that in this case, by Lemma 2.3.1, there exists a primitive idempotent v c S such 
that S = ~l<~i<~nSi, where Si = S I ) i ,v i  =0-i(1)) and {0-1 = 1,o-2 . . . . .  0-~} _ G is a 
transversal of  G1 = {r ~ G I r(v) = v} in G. Each Si is a connected Galois extension 
of Ri =- Rvi ~ R with group Gi = 0-iGl0-i -1. 
Now, denote by ~o i ". Si )< Si ~ Ri the bilinear form associated to the trace form 
ti = ff'~zEGi 75, for each 1 ~< i ~< n. 
Since the order o f  G is odd it follows that the order of  G1 is also odd. 
Furthermore, R1 is semi-local, so Sl has a normal basis over RI. Clearly, we have 
either 2v 6 R~ or [GI[ 6 R~. So it follows, by the first part of  the proof, that there 
exists an element ot 6 S1 which generates a self-dual normal basis o f  $1 over R1 with 
respect o ~01. It is easy to verify that O/i ~--- 0-i (~/) E Si generates a self-dual normal 
basis of  Si over Ri with respect o ~oi, for every 1 ~< i ~< n, as well as ot generates a 
self-dual normal basis o f  S over R with respect o ~0t. [] 
Corol lary 3.3. Every Galois extension o f  odd degree o f  a commutative local ring 
has a self-dual normal basis. 
Proof. Immediate. [] 
Corol lary 3.4. Every Galois extension o f  odd degree o f  a commutative zero- 
dimensional ring has a self-dual normal basis. 
Proof. Let R be a commutative zero-dimensional ring and S be a Galois extension 
of  R with group G of  odd order. By [20, Theorem 3.2] there exists an element ot 6 S 
which generates a normal basis of  S over R. Then, as in the proof of  Theorem 3.1, 
it is enough to find an element x ~ RG × such that w = ~ot (or, a) = x~. 
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It follows from Corollary 3.3 that for any maximal ideal m of  R there exist 
elements bo E R and c, co 6 R \ m, with ~ c G, such that 
2 
C Z -- (n4 )0 
oEG r#c~ " - -  "o -EG \ ~ '¢o  " - -  \oEG " 
Now, proceeding as in the proof of  Proposition 2 of[9] we obtain elements b~ 6 R 
,! and c', c o 6 R ×, for all ~ ~ G, such that 
o¢( ;~r~ -o  ~ J I 2 
Consequently there exists x = ~oe( ;  xo~ c (RG) ×, with xo = b'/c~ for all ~ ~ G, 
such that xY = w. The proof  is complete. [] 
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